TEXTBOOK & STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS

YEAR 12 - 2016

Notes
- ALL TEXT BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE TEXTBOOK HIRE SCHEME
- Other minimum requirements include: ruler, pencil, eraser (Staedtler, Rasoplast or similar), pens or biros (black, blue and red), USB Flash Drive
- All stationery requirements are sold at the College Bookshop unless otherwise indicated.
- A Student Record Book will be issued to each Student.

CORE SUBJECTS

RELIGION & ETHICS

12RAE
Text: No set Text
Specific Stationery: Exercise Book – 96 page A4

STUDIES OF RELIGION:

12SOR
Text: Investigating Religion
Specific Stationery: Exercise Book – 96 page A4

ENGLISH

12ENG
Text: Students to collect their novel or play from Texthire once choices have been made.

Students and Parents please note: -
No novels or plays will be issued until previous novel or play has been returned.

Specific Stationery: Exercise Book – 96 page A4

ENGLISH COMMUNICATION

12ECOM
Text: No set text or novels
Specific Stationery: Exercise Book – 96 page A4
ELECTIVE SUBJECTS

AQUATIC PRACTICES
12MAP
Specific Stationery: No specific requirements

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
12AGS
Text: Senior Australian Agriculture-3rd Edition (Anne Clark) Pascal
The following text will be issued when required:
Dynamic Agriculture Book 3 – Hindmarsh et al
Specific Stationery: No specific requirements

BIOLOGY
12BIO
Text: Heinemann Biology – A Contextual Approach (Fullerton et al)
Heinemann Biology – A Contextual Approach Student Activity Manual
Specific Stationery: No specific requirements

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
12BMAN
Specific Stationery: USB Flash Drive – minimum 4GB

CERTIFICATE II IN BUSINESS
12BSB107C2
Text: Workbooks produced by Marymount College.
Specific Stationery: Exercise Book – 96 page A4
USB Flash Drive – minimum 4GB

CERTIFICATE III IN CHILDREN’S SERVICES
12CHC708C3
Text: Developmental Profiles (Cengage)
Specific Stationery: USB Flash Drive
Lever Arch File (not available from Bookshop)
Bright Manilla Dividers x 2
CHEMISTRY

12CHE
Text: Chemistry in Use Book 1-Smith et al. (McGraw)  
Chemistry in Use Book 2-Smith et al (McGraw)

Specific Stationery:
Exercise Book – 96 page A4  
Or Lecture Pad (not available from Bookshop)

CREATIVE ARTS - VISUAL STUDIES

12CRA
Text: No set text

Specific Stationery:
A3 Visual Art Diary - 100 leaf  
Lead Pencils, 2B & 6B  
Eraser  
Scissors  
Set of paint brushes – Compulsory (available from Art Department)

DANCE

12DAN
Text: Text to be issued to students when required

Specific Stationery:
Exercise Book – 96 page A4  
USB Flash Drive – 8GB

Practical Uniform:
FEMALE:
• Full length or ¾ dance pants/tights/tights under shorts (preferably black)  
• Full length dance top/gym singlet or Marymount Dance t-shirt or similar T-shirt (preferably black)

MALE:
• Shorts or track pants  
• Marymount Dance T-shirt or similar (preferably black)

Marymount Dance T-shirts will be available through the College Bookshop for $15.00 – NOT COMPULSORY

DRAMA

12DRA
Text: No set text
Students can borrow plays from Texthire when required.

Specific Stationery:
No specific requirements
**FILM TELEVISION & NEW MEDIA**

12FTNM  

Specific Stationery:  
Exercise Book – 96 page A4  
Or Lecture Pad (not available from Bookshop)  
500GB External Hard Drive – (not available from Bookshop)

**FRENCH**

12FRN  
Text: Tapis Volant Senior - Chamberlain et al (Nelson)  
Tapis Volant Grammar Booklet - Chamberlain et a (Nelson)  
Tapis Volant Senior Workbook - carried over from Yr. 11

Specific Stationery:  
Exercise Book – 96 page A4  
Display Folder

**GEOGRAPHY**

12GEO  
Text: Senior Geography for Queensland 1 - 2nd Edition Dodd et al  
Senior Geography for Queensland 2 - 2nd Edition-Dodd et al

Specific Stationery:  
Exercise Book – 96 page A4

**GRAPHICS**

12GRA  
Text: Senior Graphics for Queensland Schools - Nelson

Specific Stationery:  
Pencils – HB, 2H & 2B  
Eraser – Staedtler, Rasoplast (or similar)  
A4 Visual Art Diary

**HOME ECONOMICS**

12HEC  
Text: Textiles Technology (Nelson)  
Fashion Design Manual  
Nutrition – The Inside Story

Specific Stationery:  
A4 Visual Art Diary  
Exercise Book – 96 page A4  
Red, Blue & Black Pens
HOSPITALITY STUDIES

          Cambridge Hospitality – 2nd Edition

Specific Stationery:
- Exercise Book – 96 page A4
- Highlighter
- Pens - Blue, Black & Red & Ruler

INFORMATION PROCESSING AND TECHNOLOGY

12IPT  Text: Leading Technology – A Guide to IPT - K Savage

The following will be issued when required:
- Introduction to PHP & MYSQL (YooBee)

Specific Stationery:
- Exercise Book – 96 page A4
- USB Flash Drive – 8GB
- Ear Phones (not available from Bookshop)

JAPANESE

12JAP  Text: Mirai 6 (Evans et al) Pearson
       Mirai 6 Activity Book

Specific Stationery:
- Exercise Book – 96 page A4

LEGAL STUDIES

12LST  Text: Legal Studies for Queensland Volume 2 - R Woolgate et al 5th edition

Specific Stationery:
- Exercise Book – 96 page A4

MANUFACTURING - ENGINEERING

12EGRST  Text: No text

Specific Stationery:
- Exercise Book – 96 page A4
- HB pencil
- Eraser

MANUFACTURING – FURNISHING/CONSTRUCTION

12FURST  Text: Basic Building & Construction Skills 3rd Edition

Specific Stationery:
- Exercise Book – 96 page A4
- HB pencil
- Eraser
MARINE SCIENCE
12MSCI

Text: Marine Science for Australian Students
     Snorkelling Skills Workbook 6th Edition

Specific Stationery:
No specific requirements

MATHEMATICS A
12MAA

Text: The following will be issued as a class set:
     Maths Quest Year 12 MATHS A for Queensland (Jacaranda)

Specific Stationery:
Casio Scientific Calculator fx-82ES PLUSbk
Exercise Book – 96 page A4
Geometric (Maths) Set – must include Set Squares
Pens, Pencils, Eraser, Ruler in a Pencil Case

MATHEMATICS B
12MAB

Text: Mathematics for Queensland Year 12 B

Specific Stationery:
Graphics Calculator TI-84 Plus (carried over from Yr 11)
Exercise Book – 96 page A4
Geometric (Maths) Set
Pens, Pencils, Eraser, Ruler in a Pencil Case

MATHEMATICS C
12MAC

Text: Maths C - Year 12 Maths Quest (Jacaranda-2nd Edition)

Specific Stationery:
Graphics Calculator TI-84 Plus (carried over from Yr 11)
Exercise Book – 96 page A4
Pens, Pencils, Eraser, Ruler in a Pencil Case

MODERN HISTORY
12MHIS

Text: War Without End - Conflict in Indo China - Harper Collins
     Contested Spaces - The Cold War - Justin Briggs (McGraw Hill)
     Contested Spaces - The Arab Israeli Conflict - Bickerton et al

Inquiry 1 - to be given to students when required

Specific Stationery:
Exercise Book – 96 page A4
MUSIC

Musical Concepts-Music 1 Aural Skills - H Galettis (Jacaranda)

The following texts will be issued when required:
Exploring Film Music (Dorricott)

Specific Stationery:
Exercise Book – 96 page A4
Spirax Music Book No. 567
Display folder
Pencil – 2B
Black pen
Eraser
Capo (for Guitarists only) (not available from Bookshop)
Guitar pick (for Guitarists only)

PHILOSOPHY & REASON

Text: Thinking through Philosophy - An Introduction - Horner & Westacott
Philosophy – Themes and Thinkers - Phelan
Booklets for Inductive & Practical Reasoning

Specific Stationery:
Exercise Book – 96 page A4
Or Lecture Pad (not available from Bookshop)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Text: Step Forward – Senior Physical Education for QLD (Cambridge)

Specific Stationery:
Exercise Book – 96 page A4

PHYSICS

Text: Queensland Physics – Context to Concept – Burrows

Specific Stationery:
Pad of graph paper

PREVOCATIONAL MATHEMATICS:

Text: Access to Prevocational Maths 2

Specific Stationery:
Exercise Book – 96 page A4
Casio Scientific Calculator fx-82ES PLUSbk
Pens, Pencils, Eraser, Ruler in a Pencil Case
RECREATION ACTIVITIES

12RST  
Text: Queensland Senior Physical Education – Amezdroz (MacMillan) 2nd Edition

Specific Stationery:  
Exercise Book – 96 page A4

TECHNOLOGY STUDIES

12TST  
Text: No set text

Specific Stationery:  
No specific requirements

VISUAL ART

12VAR  
Text: Will be issued when required

Specific Stationery:  
A3 Visual Art Diary - 100 leaf  
Lead pencils - 2B & 6B  
Eraser  
Scissors  
Set of paint brushes – Compulsory (available from Art Department)